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SB-008 Phantom Switchbox Update
All

Innovative features added to the Phantom!
Changes made in the function and installation of the SB-008 Phantom
The Next Generation SB-008-25 Phantom switch box with it’s new technological advancements is here! With
six new design upgrades and features, our latest version of the Phantom operates with greater flexibility and
ease. Following is a list of the design changes and features incorporated in the latest version of the SB-008
Phantom switchbox.
- Face Programmable - the new switchbox has even more programmable features than before. You now
have the option to make any of the switches except switch 1 function as push on/push off, momentary, or
timed momentary for gunlocks (the timed momentary option starts with switch 8 and then proceeds in reverse
order). Plus you may now program several switches to be grouped together to easily control several outputs.
- Master Switch Grouping - activates and de-activates multiple switches together with a single Master Switch
that simulates the pursuit function and control of a lever/slide switch.
- Alert Beep - a tone sounds when a switch is activated and emits a reminder every 15 seconds that a switch
is on (feature may be disabled with a DIP switch).
- Externally Exposed Fuses - each output is individually protected with a fuse that is now externally accessible
from the underside of the unit while still providing diagnostic indication on the face for the status of the output.
- Output Connectors - unpluggable connectors with screw-down terminals provide greater ease of installation
and serviceability.
- 10 Gauge Power Leads - included for use in most applications, however up to 6 gauge power leads may be
used to control up to 160 amps of output.
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